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Abstract. Phase reconstructions from a two-dimensional shearing interferometer, based on two orthogonal phase gratings in a single plane, and a Hartmann sensor are compared. Design alternatives for both wavefront sensors are given, and simulated performance of both the two-dimensional x-ray shearing interferometer and Hartmann wavefront sensor are presented for two different phase profiles. The first comparison is an evaluation of metrology on deuterium-tritium (DT) ice layers in an inertial confinement fusion capsule, and the second comparison is a high frequency “asterisk” phase profile, which tests the ability of these wavefront sensors to detect spikes of ablator material seen in DT fuel capsule implosions. Both of these sensors can measure the two-dimensional wavefront gradient of an x-ray beam, as well as the x-ray absorption. These instruments measure the two-dimensional wavefront gradient in a single measurement, and the wavefront sensor is located in a single plane, making them much less sensitive to vibrations than most other wavefront sensing techniques.
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1 Introduction

This article discusses methods for phase sensitive x-ray characterization in inertial confinement fusion. Fusion is the process that powers stars, and numerous efforts are under way to achieve laboratory demonstrations of breakeven, more energy released via the fusion process than input to initiate the fusion reaction. In man-made fusion, two light nuclei are brought together at sufficiently high density and for a sufficiently long time to overcome the Coulomb force between the two nuclei such that their respective nuclei are fused together. That process liberates more energy than is required to fuse the two nuclei together and hence is being pursued as an energy source. In man-made fusion, the two nuclei are generally deuterium and tritium due to the smaller coulomb barrier that must be overcome and the higher reaction rate at lower temperature than other possible reaction rates. In inertial confinement fusion the deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel is compressed to very high densities for a relatively short time. This compression is driven directly or indirectly by absorption of radiation, optical, x-ray, or ion, in a fuel capsule. This fuel capsule is composed of an outer ablator and an inner region containing deuterium and tritium. The radiation is absorbed by the ablator whose mass is ablated by the absorbed energy driving shock waves, which then compress the deuterium-tritium to high density and temperature where the deuterium/tritium ions can fuse together. This fusion process produces a neutron and an alpha particle and releases more energy than is required to force the deuterium/tritium nuclei together.

To understand the fusion process it is necessary to fully characterize the fuel capsule both before and during the implosion process. Due to the high densities and small spatial scales present in the fuel capsule this characterization must be done with x-rays or with high-energy electrons or ions. To detect the light deuterium and tritium atoms in the fuel capsule, relative to the ablator composed of carbon, hydrogen, and higher atomic number dopants such as silicon, techniques such as phase contrast x-ray imaging are employed. Phase contrast imaging can readily detect boundaries, such as the position of the DT ice layer, but it is difficult to achieve quantitative information with regard to the phase shift. The image contrast is optimized on the detector at different relative distances depending on the phase gradients in the object. In the implosion phase of the fuel capsule, to date, only absorption radiography has been employed, however, some radiographs have shown evidence of refraction enhanced features. It is desirable, however, to recover both the absorption and the phase shift of the x-rays passing through the object. In so doing, more information is available to assess, for instance, the mixing of the higher atomic number ablator material with the lower atomic number fuel. Developing x-ray phase sensitive imaging techniques, which are more quantitative than phase contrast imaging and can be obtained with a single image, for the imploding fusion capsule is highly desirable.

A number of wavefront sensing techniques have been proposed and some implemented in the x-ray regime to measure either the phase, the gradient of the phase, or the Laplacian of the phase. The first hard x-ray interferometer, implemented on a synchrotron source, used three partially transmitting Bragg crystals and was manufactured from a highly pure single silicon crystal to minimize vibrational effects. Interferometers implemented in the soft x-ray regime have
utilized gratings and multilayer mirrors to realize Michelson and Mach-Zehnder designs. Generally interferometric techniques require very stable platforms and higher spatial coherence than obtainable with point projection x-ray backlighters and microfocus x-ray tubes. Phase retrieval techniques have been proposed to determine the phase of an x-ray probe beam and implemented to control an x-ray adaptive optic in a synchrotron beamline; however, these techniques benefit from measurements made at multiple distances from the object. Numerous techniques have been used to determine the gradient in the phase, which can be more robust against vibrations. Various Hartmann sensors have been proposed and implemented on soft x-ray lasers ranging from an array of holes, zone plates, multilayer mirrors, and refractive lenses. One-dimensional shear interferometers based on Lloyd’s mirror have been demonstrated, and several instruments based on the principles of Moiré deflectometry have been realized with soft x-ray lasers, both with shears in only one dimension and in two dimensions. These latter instruments are less susceptible to vibrations than the phase-measuring interferometers or the one-dimensional shear interferometer based on a Lloyd’s mirror but require careful separation distance and angular rotation of the gratings, which still make these latter instruments susceptible to vibrations. Two-dimensional shearing interferometers, based on two orthogonal phase gratings in the same plane, have also been proposed to measure the wavefront of an x-ray beam. These two-dimensional shearing interferometers, place the periodic structure in a single plane and are therefore expected to be much less susceptible to vibrations and alignment errors and are expected to be more achromatic than the two dimensional Moiré deflectometers. Curvature sensors, which measure the Laplacian of the phase, could also be implemented in the x-ray regime, and phase contrast imaging itself measures the Laplacian of the phase. Again, the techniques that measure the Laplacian of the phase generally require measurements in multiple planes to quantitatively measure the phase and hence are more difficult to implement on a single shot in the hard x-ray regime.

In this article, phase reconstructions from a two-dimensional shearing interferometer, based on two orthogonal phase gratings in a single plane, and a Hartmann sensor are compared. Both of these sensors can measure the two-dimensional wavefront gradient of an x-ray beam, as well as the x-ray absorption. These instruments measure the two-dimensional wavefront gradient in a single measurement and do not require multiple measurements or movement of the grating, making them suitable for measuring the implosion of fusion capsules. The two-dimensional grating or array of holes, in the case of the Hartmann sensor, can be made on a single membrane or cut from a single thin film, making it insensitive to both vibrations and alignment. A two-dimensional shearing interferometer based on crossed phase gratings has been implemented previously in the visible regime. In this case the crossed phase gratings were formed by etching a chess board pattern into glass. Hartmann sensors have also been implemented in the visible regime. or a single checkerboard pattern as it’s two-dimensional wavefront sensor, as shown in Fig. 1. The phase gratings are designed such that the even orders of the grating are eliminated. In order for the efficiency of the even orders, greater than the m = 0 order, of a transmission grating to go to zero at x-ray wavelengths, the width of the slits must be half of the grating pitch. In addition, for the efficiency of the m = 0 order of the grating to go to zero, there must be negligible absorption and the bar structure of the grating must produce a shift of π radians relative to the slits of the grating.

The coherency requirements for the two-dimensional x-ray shearing interferometer are such that the source is required to be nearly spatially coherent. This is consistent with using a spatially filtered x-ray source. The requirements are such that the pinhole in front of the x-ray source be sufficiently small so that the diffractive spreading of the x-rays exceed the pitch of the gratings or L λ/D > p, where L is the distance between the source and the grating, λ is the wavelength, D is the diameter of the x-ray source and p is the pitch of the grating. For a grating pitch of p = 4 μm, an x-ray wavelength of λ = 4 angstrom and a separation of L = 20 cm between the x-ray source and the crossed phase grating, the requirements on the pinhole size are that it be less than D = 10 μm in size. Extended x-ray sources can also be used when the source is appropriately made periodic. By placing a Ronchi ruling or grating in front of the extended source, it can be made to appear as a spatially coherent source as photons from the different regions of the source can be made to align the peaks of the diffraction pattern in the same location on the detector thereby forming good contrast fringes. This has the advantage of greatly increasing the amount of x-rays impinging on the sample but the disadvantage of convolving the measurement with the nearest neighbors, which will affect the high spatial frequency information.

1.1 Two-Dimensional Shearing Interferometer

The shearing interferometer uses orthogonal phase gratings, which can be designed as either two crossed phase gratings or a single checkerboard pattern as it’s two-dimensional wavefront sensor, as shown in Fig. 1. The phase gratings are designed such that the even orders of the grating are eliminated. In order for the efficiency of the even orders, greater than the m = 0 order, of a transmission grating to go to zero at x-ray wavelengths, the width of the slits must be half of the grating pitch. In addition, for the efficiency of the m = 0 order of the grating to go to zero, there must be negligible absorption and the bar structure of the grating must produce a shift of π radians relative to the slits of the grating.
1.2 Hartmann Sensors

There are several potential implementations for an x-ray Hartmann sensor. This can be simply an array of holes,7,8 zone plates,7 multilayer mirrors,9 or refractive lenses.10 The Hartmann wavefront sensor based on an array of holes is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The displacement of the spots on the detector is proportional to the wavefront gradient across the corresponding hole in the Hartmann mask. This approach uses an amplitude mask, which throws the majority of the signal away. In the visible regime all of the signal is used by modifying the Hartmann mask to utilize a lenslet array. In the x-ray regime this signal loss can be avoided using an array of phase zone plates as shown in Fig. 3. This can be accomplished using either circular or two crossed one-dimensional zone plates. In either case, the x-ray spot on the detector must be larger than a pixel size such that a very poor resolution zone plate would be required. Assuming a subaperture size of 20 μm, a charge coupled device (CCD) pixel size of 5 μm and two zones, inner zone has radius of 7.07 μm and outer zone has a radius of 10 μm. The focal length at 0.8 keV (8 keV) would be 0.032 m (0.32 m) and the spot size on the camera would be ∼6 μm.

The requirements placed on the transverse spatial coherence for a Hartmann sensor are not as stringent as for the shearing interferometer. In its simplest implementation, the Hartmann screen would consist of a regular array of holes with the displacement of the x-rays traveling through the holes providing the phase gradient information and the amplitude of the x-rays providing the absorption information. The sensitivity expected from a Hartmann sensor can be calculated analytically as

\[
\sigma_{\theta_H} = \frac{\pi}{8SNR} \left[ \left( \frac{3\lambda}{2d} \right)^2 + \theta^2 \right]^{0.5} \approx \frac{\pi}{8} \left( \frac{D}{L} \right) \left( \frac{1}{SNR} \right),
\]

where \(\theta \sim D/L\) is the angular extent of the source, \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the source, \(d\) is the size of the subaperture, \(D\) is the source spot size, \(L\) is the distance between the source and the Hartmann sensor and \(SNR\) is the signal-to-noise-ratio of the measurement.20 For an x-ray spot size of 20 μm, a distance between the x-ray source and the Hartmann screen of 40 cm and an SNR of 20, one would expect to measure angular deflections of \(\sigma_{\theta_H} \sim 1 \mu\text{rad}\). The Hartmann wavefront sensor is therefore degraded by a larger x-ray spot size but to a lesser extent than the two-dimensional shearing interferometer.

2 Phase Reconstruction

The experimental geometry that is simulated in this article is shown explicitly in Fig. 4 for both the shearing interferometer and the Hartmann wavefront sensor. The object is placed in a diverging x-ray beam, which is, in turn, magnified onto the wavefront sensor and onto the CCD detector. This allows both the phase and the absorption information to be recovered.

By placing the object in an expanding beam, there is a large focus term on the phase. There are at least two approaches to recovering the phase in the presence of a large focus term. The first is to use an iterative technique14,21 to reconstruct the large phase. A second approach is to perform the phase reconstruction in collimated space, which is the technique that will be used in this article.15 This latter technique is effectively used for curvature wavefront sensor simulations.11,12 The simulation geometry is then shown in Fig. 5. The far right-hand side shows the geometry of the experiment in which a micro-focus x-ray source would reside in the location of the focus of the lens and illuminate the object and x-ray mask with a spherically diverging beam, which would then be collected with the x-ray CCD camera.
Each of these devices, the x-ray source, the object, the x-ray mask and the x-ray CCD camera, has an object plane in collimated space on the left-hand side of the lens as shown in Fig. 5. Thus the simulation can be performed in collimated space with the appropriate magnification placed on each of the objects.

2.1 Characterization of a Stationary Deuterium-Tritium Fusion Capsule Phase Profile

The experimental measurement setup for the characterization of the fusion capsules consists primarily of a micro-focus x-ray source, the fusion capsule itself, a phase flattener, the wavefront sensor, a filter, and the detector as shown in Fig. 4. The micro-focus x-ray source will be assumed to contain a wavefront sensor, a filter, and the detector as shown in Fig. 4. The micro-focus x-ray source will be assumed to contain a wavefront sensor, a filter, and the detector as shown in Fig. 4. The lower-energy x-rays can be removed and a narrower energy range within the L-shell emission can be selected by filtering with a thin foil such as copper.

The fusion capsules are spherical in shape and consist of an outer ablator shell with an inner layer of DT fuel. The fusion capsules have an overall diameter of approximately 2 mm. In the case of an outer CH ablator, the thickness of the ablator shell is approximately 190 μm and the DT layer on the inside of the capsule is approximately 68 μm thick. At x-ray wavelengths the index of refraction is expressed as $n = (1 - \delta) + i\beta$, where $1 - \delta$ gives rise to a phase shift as the x-rays pass through the sample and the $\beta$ term results in absorption. The length for a $\pi$ phase shift, $x_\pi$, is expressed as $x_\pi = \lambda/(2\delta)$ and the absorption length, $x_\beta$, is written as $x_\beta = \lambda/(4\pi\beta)$. At an x-ray energy of 10 keV, the x-rays have a wavelength of $\lambda = 1.24 \times 10^{-6}$ m. The phase shift due to the CH ablator, 1.1 g/cm$^3$, at this wavelength is $x_\pi = \lambda/(2\delta)$, $\delta = 2.5 \times 10^{-6}$, or a $\pi$ phase shift over a distance of 25 μm. The phase shift due to the DT ablator, 0.101 g/cm$^3$, at this wavelength is $x_\pi = \lambda/(2\delta)$, $\delta = 4 \times 10^{-7}$, or a $\pi$ phase shift over a distance of 150 μm. The CH represents a line-integrated depth of ~380 μm or 47.8 radians and the DT represents a line-integrated depth of 136 μm or 2.8 radians. The contribution from both sides of the CH ablator and from both DT ice layers yields a combined phase shift of ~50.6 radians. The DT ice layer in the fusion capsule forms grain boundaries, which range between 1 to 10 μm in depth. Based on experimental data, it is believed that the maximum grain boundary depth that can be tolerated on a fusion shot is ~5 μm without unacceptably impacting the yield. In addition the maximum cross-sectional area for a given grain boundary that can be tolerated is 200 μm$^2$. It is therefore desired to reject all targets that have grain boundary depths that exceed the 5 μm depth and that have a cross-sectional area greater than 200 μm$^2$. A quantitative method is therefore needed to measure the phase profile of a given capsule to determine if any of the grain boundaries present in the DT layer exceed these parameters. A 5 μm depth at the grain boundary in the DT ice layer would then make a difference in the phase of 5 μm out of the line-integrated DT depth of 130 μm. This is in addition to an ~0.5 μm RMS surface roughness for the DT ice layer. That represents only a 3.8% difference in the path length or 0.098 rad in the phase shift for the crevice, and 0.4% or 0.0098 rad RMS due to the surface roughness.

The wavefront sensors therefore must be able to detect the gradients from a phase shift of only ~0.1 radians representing the peak of the ice grain boundary against the background phase, which would be approximately 50.6 radians in the center, to greater than double that at the edge of the capsule 1 mm away.

For this article, an analytical model for the grain boundary is assumed. The phase contribution due to the grain boundary, $\phi_{gb}$, is represented in analytical form by the expression $\phi_{gb} = \phi_o \left[ \frac{\sin(2\pi x/50)}{2\pi x/50} \right]$, where $\phi_o$ is the peak amplitude of the phase from the grain boundary and $x$ is the spatial coordinate in μm. The analytic phase gradient is expressed as $d\phi_{gb}/dx = (8\pi\phi_o/50)/\left[ \exp(2\pi x/50) + \exp(-2\pi x/50) \right]^2$ for $x$ greater than 0. Based on these analytic expressions, the refraction angle, $\phi_{refr}$, of x-rays passing through the ice grain boundary can be approximated as $\phi_{refr} = \arctan \left[ \left( 4 \pi \phi_o / 50 \right) / \left( \exp(2\pi x/50) + \exp(-2\pi x/50) \right) \right]$ for $x$ greater than 0.

A phase flattener is proposed to reduce the low-order phase response from the capsule geometry. The phase of the fusion capsule itself will vary from approximately 50 radians in the center to more than double that at the edge of the capsule a millimeter away. This is not critical as the measurement will primarily concentrate on the central region of the fusion capsule with two additional orthogonal views to provide information on grain boundaries over the entire capsule. With this phase flattener in, however, the difference between the reference spot locations measured before the fusion capsule and flattener are inserted and the spot locations measured after the fusion capsule and flattener are inserted will provide a direct measurement of the rms surface roughness and the depth and cross-sectional area of the grain boundaries. The phase flattener would then represent an...
inverse phase to the fusion capsule and could be placed immediately before or after the fusion capsule.

For the simulations, the following assumptions are made; 5.4 μm CCD pixel pitch, 43.2 μm x-ray grating pitch (in collimated space), $f_c = 0.1 \text{ m}$, $f_x = 0.367 \text{ m}$ and $f = 1.1 \text{ m}$, where $f_c$, $f_x$, and $f$ are the fusion capsule plane, the x-ray mask plane and the focal length of the “lens,” respectively. In an actual experiment the gratings would have a pitch of ∼4 μm in the spherically expanding x-ray beam and the x-ray CCD would have ∼6 μm pixel size. Given these assumptions, the fusion capsule is magnified by a factor of 3.67 onto the x-ray mask and a factor of 11 onto the x-ray CCD camera. The capsule is 2.2 mm in diameter, which would require a CCD with an active area of at least 2.4 cm. This is consistent with 4096 pixels at 6 μm/pixel. The x-ray CCD will measure the wavefront gradient at a scale of 4 μm on the capsule (43.2 μm in collimated space). The simulations are performed on one-quarter of the fusion capsule, 1.05 × 1.05 mm², such that across the simulation box there are 2048 pixels on the x-ray CCD. Each grating feature with 21.6 μm pitch spacing represents an area on the x-ray CCD of 4 × 4 CCD pixels or a total of 512 simulation pixels. The simulations are performed with both read noise and Poisson noise. For the simulations shown the read noise was assumed to be 2 e-RMS, and the x-rays were assumed to produce several hundred thousand photoelectrons per every CCD pixel.

The simulations begin by defining a uniform field at the image plane of the fusion capsule located at the left-hand side of Fig. 5 and assuming a point x-ray source. The simulations were performed with 2048 × 2048 simulation pixels covering a range on the camera of ∼5 μm per simulation pixel, representing ∼0.5 μm/sim.pix. on the fusion capsule itself. One quarter of the fusion capsule sphere was simulated with an initial phase profile of 0.026 rad RMS, ∼0.5 μm RMS, placed on the fusion capsule to simulate surface roughness. A Kolmogorov turbulence profile was assumed for the surface roughness of the DT ice layer. In addition to the phase profile representing the surface roughness of the DT ice, six DT ice grain boundaries were placed across the fusion capsule with each one having a width of 50 μm (500 μm in collimated space) but different lengths, depths and angles, as shown in Fig. 7(a). In particular, a long horizontal and vertical ice grain boundary were introduced, which had a 5 μm depth. The phase representing the fusion capsule and phase flattener were then used to construct a new field, which was then Fresnel propagated to the two-dimensional x-ray transmission grating shown in Fig. 6(a).

![Fig. 6 The phase mask used for the shear interferometer (a) results in the spatial profile of the x-rays impinging on the simulated detector (b). The amplitude mask used for the Hartmann sensor (c) produces the spatial profile of the x-rays impinging on the simulated detector (d).](http://proceedings.spiedigitallibrary.org/.../terms)
The periodic phase pattern representing the crossed phase grating is then added to the field, and the field is propagated to the x-ray CCD camera. When a periodic structure is placed in a beam, images of that structure will appear downstream of the object as discovered by Talbot. More precisely, if a phase grating is placed in the beam composed of alternating equal width bars of 0 and \( \pi \) phases, then the field at the location of the phase structure will be reproduced a distance \( d_T = \frac{d^2}{2\lambda} \) downstream of the phase structure. In this expression, \( d_T \) is the Talbot distance, \( d \) represents the pitch of the phase grating and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the source. At distances of \( d_T/4 \) and \( 3d_T/4 \), the initial phase pattern across the beam has become uniform and the initially uniform intensity has acquired the periodic structure of the initial phase pattern with the pitch of the intensity pattern equal to half that of the original phase grating. At a distance of \( d_T/2 \), the phase pattern is reversed from the original phase grating, and the intensity pattern is uniform such that this particular location cannot be used for wavefront sensing.

The x-ray masks for the shearing interferometer are shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(c), respectively. The respective two-dimensional array of spots from the masks are then shown in Fig. 6(b) and 6(d) for the shearing interferometer and the Hartmann mask, respectively. A comparison between these images shows how similar these wavefront sensors are from the perspective of analyzing the phase and amplitude of the object. In Fig. 6(b) and 6(d), the images represent the number of x-rays impinging upon the detector and not the number of photoelectrons generated in the detector.

The two-dimensional reconstructed phase from the shearing interferometer and the Hartmann sensor is displayed in Fig. 7 along with the phase profile imparted on the object for the simulation. In particular, the applied phase is shown in Fig. 7(a), the reconstructed phase from the shearing interferometer in Fig. 7(b), and the reconstructed phase from the Hartmann sensor in Fig. 7(c). For both the shearing interferometer and the Hartmann sensor the four largest phase amplitudes resulting from the grain boundaries in the DT layer are visible in the reconstruction, but the two smallest phase amplitude DT ice grain boundaries are not obviously identifiable.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the reconstructed spatial phase and the applied spatial phase across a DT ice grain boundary. This spatial profile is averaged along the length of the DT ice grain boundary and will be referred to as a line out across the ice grain boundary. Specifically, Fig. 8(a) shows line outs across two of the reconstructed DT ice grain boundaries, averaged along the length of the grain boundary for the shearing interferometer. The solid black line represents the analytic phase profile applied to the vertical and horizontal ice grain boundaries in Fig. 7(a). The light gray dashed line represents the reconstruction of the long horizontal DT ice grain boundary seen in Fig. 7(a), and the dark gray dashed line represents the reconstruction of the vertical DT ice grain boundary seen in Fig. 7(a). Figure 8(b) shows line outs across two of the reconstructed DT ice grain boundaries, averaged along the length of the grain boundary for the Hartmann sensor. The solid black line represents the analytic phase profile applied to the vertical and horizontal ice grain boundaries in Fig. 7(a). The light gray dashed line represents the reconstruction of the long horizontal DT ice grain boundary seen in Fig. 7(a), and the dark gray dashed line represents the reconstruction of the vertical DT ice grain boundary seen in Fig. 7(a).
line represents the analytic phase profile applied to the vertical and horizontal ice grain boundaries in Fig. 7(a). The light gray dashed line represents the reconstruction of the long horizontal DT ice grain boundary seen in Fig. 7(a), and the dark gray dashed line represents the reconstruction of the vertical DT ice grain boundary seen in Fig. 7(a).

2.2 Characterization of an Imploding Deuterium-Tritium Fusion Capsule: Detection of High-Frequency Spikes of Ablator Material Seen in DT Fuel Capsule Implosions

This section compares the phase reconstruction of a shearing interferometer and Hartmann sensor for an imploding DT fusion capsule. This is modeled with an “asterisk” phase profile to test the ability of these wavefront sensors to detect spikes of ablator material seen in DT fuel capsule implosions. In both simulations, x-rays were assumed to be diverging from a point projection x-ray source, a laser-driven x-ray backlighter, with an f/# of 110, where the f/# is defined as the focal length of the focusing optic divided by the diameter of the x-ray beam. The simulations were performed with 10 keV x-rays, and the geometry of the simulation is shown in Fig. 4. The object was placed 0.1 m from the point projection x-ray source and the mask, phase or amplitude was placed 0.367 m from the focus with the detector placed 1.1 m from the focus. As a consequence the object was magnified a factor of 3.67 onto the mask, and the mask was, in turn, magnified a factor of three onto the detector. The phase gratings for the shearing interferometer were simulated with bar and trough widths equal to four simulation pixels or 21.6 μm. In the case of the Hartmann sensor, the amplitude Hartmann mask was also simulated with the pitch of the holes equal to four simulation pixels or 21.6 μm. As in the previous section, the simulations utilized wave optics to transport the electric field between the various planes containing phase or amplitude objects. The grating structure or Hartmann mask and the phase object are added to the electric field after the field has been propagated to their respective locations. The wavefront is reconstructed from the simulated spots by first locating the displacement of each of the spots with a center-of-mass centroider and then reconstructing the resulting gradients with a multigrid wavefront reconstructor.

Figure 9(a) and 9(b) represent the intensity pattern at the detector with an “asterisk-shaped” phase object in the beam. Based on the spot patterns in Fig. 9(a) and 9(b), the local gradients were determined, the phase reconstructed, and the amplitude solved for. The two phases were then reconstructed using a multigrid algorithm to determine the phase of the object. The results of this phase recovery process are shown in Fig. 10(b) and 10(c) for the shearing interferometer and the Hartmann sensor, respectively, with the applied phase being displayed in Fig. 10(a).

3 Discussion

In the case of characterization of a stationary DT fusion capsule phase profile in Sec. 2.1, x-ray Hartmann and shearing interferometers are compared for their ability to detect ice grain boundaries whose amplitude and size are deemed too large to allow a high-gain implosion. For this application, two DT ice grain boundaries were simulated with a height of 5 μm or 0.098 radians, and the reconstructed wavefronts...
of these were compared directly with the analytic ice grain boundary initially imposed on the simulation. For the shearing interferometer, the peak height agreed within ~4% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~11%. For the Hartmann sensor, the peak height agreed within ~5% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~22%. For this application both wavefront sensors gave comparable performance. In this case, a microfocus x-ray source was used as the x-ray source, which can have very good spatial coherence due to its small size, ~5 μm.

In the case of measurement of an imploding DT fusion capsule discussed in Sec. 2.2, x-ray Hartmann and shearing interferometers are compared for their ability to measure imploding fusion capsules with a single-shot point projection backlighter. In particular an “asterisk” phase profile was simulated to examine the ability of these wavefront sensors to detect high-frequency spikes of ablator material seen in previous DT fuel capsule implosions. An “asterisk” phase profile was simulated with a phase amplitude of 0.098 radians, and the reconstructed wavefronts of these were compared directly with the initially imposed phase profile on the simulation. For the shearing interferometer, the peak height agreed within ~1% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~20%. For the Hartmann sensor, the peak height agreed within ~2% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~8%. These simulations were performed for a point source. In the case of point projection backlighting of an imploding capsule, there are several considerations including angular source size, wavefront sensor efficiency, and spatial resolution. It is difficult to make the source size of the backlighters as small as the microfocus x-ray tube, and there is insufficient x-ray fluence to move the x-ray source far enough away such that it looks like a point source. The performance of a Hartmann sensor in the presence of an extended source is superior to a shearing interferometer as the shearing interferometer is degraded more quickly by the loss of spatial coherence. A Hartmann sensor composed of an array of Fresnel zone plates would provide superior performance over an array of holes (original Hartmann mask) as most of the signal is thrown away by the wavefront sensor in the latter case. As such, a Hartmann sensor composed of an array of Fresnel zone plates is likely to provide better performance than a shearing interferometer.

4 Summary

A comparison between the performance of a two-dimensional x-ray shearing interferometer and a Hartmann sensor was made in the context of x-ray characterization of a fusion capsule. Preshot metrology was simulated using a micro-focus x-ray tube and compression of the fusion capsule was simulated assuming a point projection backlighter using an “asterisk” phase profile. The DT fusion capsule application takes advantage of the large disparity between the absorption coefficient and the phase shift component of light elements to measure the phase profile of a fusion capsule. The fusion capsule was simulated with six DT ice grain boundaries with the shortest DT ice grain boundary height of 0.036 rad, corresponding to a DT ice layer height of 1.8 μm, and the tallest DT ice grain boundary height of 0.48 rad, corresponding to a DT ice layer height of 24 μm. Two DT ice grain boundaries were simulated with a height of 10 μm or 0.24 radians and the reconstructed wavefronts of these were compared directly with the analytic ice grain boundary initially imposed on the simulation. For the shearing interferometer, the peak height agreed within ~4% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~11%. For the Hartmann sensor, the peak height agreed within ~5% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~22%. This indicates that both the two-dimensional shearing interferometer and the Hartmann sensor could be used in this application to measure DT ice grain boundaries to determine if their height exceeded the maximum grain boundary depth that can be tolerated on a fusion shot (~5 μm) without unacceptably impacting the yield. An “asterisk” phase profile was simulated as well with a phase amplitude of π/3 radians and the reconstructed wavefronts of these were compared directly with the initially imposed phase profile on the simulation. For the shearing interferometer, the peak height agreed within ~1% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~20%. For the Hartmann sensor, the peak height agreed within ~2% and the full-width-at-half-maximum agreed to within ~8%.
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